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            Pick ANY dresses, EVERY month, 3 at a time 
.
            Unlimited dresses £99 per month.
 
Learn more 	
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								What's New

                              
										
											New Dresses to Hire
	BUY DRESSES
	 VISIT OUR SHOWROOM
	BUY JEWELLERY
	As Seen On Celebrities
	 Customer Photos


  

									

							
	
								Dresses

								
									Spoilt for choice? Our Style Advisors's can email you a suggestion list - click here

									
									
									
										SIZES (UK)

											
												Size 6
											
	
												Size 8
											
	
												Size 10
											
	
												Size 12
											
	
												Size 14
											
	
												Size 16
											
	
												Size 18
											


									

									
										STYLES

											Long Dresses
	Maternity Dresses
	Party Dresses
	Evening Dresses
	Ball Gowns
	Body Con Dresses
	Sequin Dresses
	Lace Dresses
	Dresses with Sleeves
	Mini Dresses
	Mid Length Dresses
	Fishtail Dresses


									

									
										COLOURS

											Black
	Red
	White
	Yellow
	Blue
	Pink
	Gold
	Floral
	Animal Print


									

									
										HIRE PRICES

											
												Under £50
											
	
												£50 - £100
											
	
												£100+
											


                                      

                                      DECADE STYLES

                                      	
												1920s / Great Gatsby
											
	
												1930s Dresses
											
	
												1940s Dresses
											
	
												1950s Dresses
											
	
												1960s Dresses
											
	
												1970s Dresses
											
	
												1980s Dresses
											


									

									

									Remember, we are online AND have a LONDON SHOWROOM to visit

								

							
	
								Hire for...

								
									Like planning ahead? Order now and reserve dresses for events up to 3 months away

									

									
										Your Diary Dates

										

											Winter Weddings
	Office Christmas Party
	New Year's Eve
	Black Tie Event
	Office Work Event
	Christmas Cocktails
	Christmas + Boxing Day
	It's My Birthday
	Hen Night
	Girls Holiday


									


									
										Hire a Dress for...

											Royal Ascot
	Henley Royal Regatta
	Glyndebourne Festival
	BAFTA Awards
	Cannes Film Festival

										
									

									
										Top Events

											Wedding Guest Dresses
	Black Tie Event
	Cocktail Party
	Prom Dresses
	Corporate Work Event
	Day Dresses
	Date Night
	Dresses for the Races
	Dresses for the Polo
	Dresses for a Christening
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									Don't see your event? Tell us here and we will send you a suggestion list


								

							
	
								Wedding

								
									
									
										For the Guests

                                        	Wedding Guest Dresses
	Mother of the Bride
	Hats & Fascinators
	Midi Dresses

   
									

									

										For the Bride

                            	Wedding Dresses
	Bridesmaid Dresses
	Honeymoon

 
									

								

							
	
								Brands A-Z
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										Featured Designers

													Stella McCartney
	Victoria Beckham
	Marc by Marc Jacobs
	Alexander McQueen
	Self Portrait
	Herve Leger
	Diane Von Furstenberg
	Amanda Wakeley
	Gorgeous Couture
	Beulah London
	Needle and Thread
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								Buy Dresses

								
									
									
										Accessories to rent

											
												Bags
											
	
												Hats
											
	
												Jewellery
											



                                     For Sale

                        	DRESSES
	Beauty
	Hoisery
	Shapewear

   
                        
                        More from GMD

                        	Gift Cards
	Membership - Get Any Dress For £39
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								Showroom

								
									
									
										
											VISIT OUR SHOWROOM
	As Seen on Celebrities
	Customer Reviews
	GMD Blog
	Stylist Picks
	Pin-spiration!
	Instagram
	Ask Our Style Advisors
	20% off for Birthday Girls
	Monthly Membership
	Sign up to out Newsletter
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								How it Works

								
									
									
										

										
											

												
												




	
													
What is GMD? [image: ]
            										 
                                                    What is GMD?

Girl Meets Dress is the leading luxury dress hire UK destination, for all life's special occasions. 

    												

													Wouldn't it be amazing if you could wear a different designer dress for every special event in your calendar? Hire designer dresses from your favourite designers and accessories at up to 95% off their original retail price. 

 													

													Rent a dress from over 4,000 designer pieces from over 200 designer 

dresses to hire including Self Portrait, Stella McCartney, Suzannah dresses and more. You can visit our showroom, or we will deliver the dresses to your home, your office or hotel. Have fun and send it back to us after the event. It's like we're your new best friend with the massive designer wardrobe who is cool enough to let you borrow whatever you want!
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                                                     How it works


                                                Shopping at GMD is easy and in 4 easy steps you can wear the dresses you dream of. 

    											Everything is very similar to any other online shop, and at the checkout, you can review and amend your order details and add some optional extras. Once you order, we will email you to confirm everything! 

												


     												BROWSE Find the designer dress hire of your dreams by browsing your event type, dress size or favourite colour. 

												

     												ORDER When you see a dress you love, select your size, number of nights and event date. Click 'ADD TO BAG' Then you can then continue shopping or go to the shopping bag in the top right hand corner to complete your order. 

												

     												PARTY Enjoy wearing your dress and bask in the compliments and admiring glances you will get! 

												

     												RETURN Pop your dress back in the box, attach the pre paid label and drop it into your local Post office. Easy!
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    												Placing an Order

													Does Girl Meets Dress have a shop to visit?

													YES! We have a showroom in Fulham, London SW6 where you can come and 

try on as many dresses as you wish with our stylist should you need advice. 

showroom@girlmeetsdress.com

													

													When do I place my order?

													There is no specific time in which you have to place your order before your event. If could be 3 months before, or 3 days. Of course, the sooner you order the higher the chance that your favourite dresses will be available for your event date, but don't worry if you do it last miniute, we send all dresses using a Next Day delivery service.
 
													

													How long can I borrow a dress for?

													On the website you select the option to borrow each dress for either 2 nights or 7 nights. But if you want to hang onto it for longer because you need time to accessorize, or perhaps you are going on holiday, that is no problem! Just email us at enquiries@girlmeetsdress.com and we can either renew it for you, or give you a quote for a longer rental period.
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    												Trying dresses on

													Can I try on the dresses?

													Yes. There are 2 options: 

													Option 1: (Standard for all orders) When the dresses are delivered for your event you will try them on.

													Option 2: If your event is more than 30 days away from the date you order you can opt to use our ADVANCE TRY ON service. You will receive the dresses asap and choose one to have re-delivered for the event. This service is £30 per order (non refundable) and you can tick this option at the checkout.

													

													How many dresses can I try on?

													There is a limit of 3 dresses per order. With some of the large dresses with lots of material this could be limited to 1 or 2. We will deliver them to you and after you try them on you will tell us which one you have decided to wear for your event. You will then keep all of the dresses until after the event and return them in the same box. Once we receive them back we will refund you for the dresses which you did not wear.
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    												Delivery

    												
													When will my dresses be delivered?

													When you select your event date, you can view your delivery and return date. We always send an email the day that the dresses are dispatched, so you know that your dress is on its way. Your dress will never just turn up un-announced!

													

													
													Where does GMD deliver to?

													We currently deliver to the United Kingdon, Ireland, Jersey, Guernsey, the Isle of Man and the Isle of Wight.
													

													
													Can my delivery address be different to my billing address?

													Yes. At the checkout stage you can choose both the individual delivery and biling address.

													

													
													How much does delivery cost?

													Standard delivery for dress rental uk within the United Kingdom is £9.95. This is for delivery and return all included.

													Same Day delivery within central London is £20. 
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    												Payments

    												
													What payment methods does Girl Meets Dress accept?

													We accept Visa, Master Card, Delta and Switch credit/debit cards and Bitcoin.
													

													
													How private is the personal information I give to you kept?

													Please be assured that we consider all the information you share with us totally private and confidential. At no point will we share your personal information.
													

													
													Is it safe to use my credit card online at Girl Meets Dress?

													At Girl Meets Dress, your personal online security is important to us. All orders are processed through a secure checkout system provided by Paypal and consequently you are guaranteed the best security available.
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    												Returns

													
													How do I return my dress rental uk?

													Returning the dresses you have enjoyed is quick and easy.

													1. Simply pack the items in their original packaging, stick the pre-paid return label provided, and fill out the returns form enclosed.

													2. Drop your box at the local Post Office. No additional fees or postage will be needed. Please ensure you keep your receipt safe as this is your proof of postage.

													3. When the box arrives back at GMD HQ, you will receive a email receipt and any refunds will be made.
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                                                    Our Style Advisors are here to help

													
													Can I ask for style advice or ask questions about specific dresses before I order?

													Yes, you can contact our style advisors any time if you have any questions about sizing, trends, colours etc: enquiries@girlmeetsdress.com /
													+44 (0) 207 498 9131
 
													The girls at GMD know that not all of us can afford to wear a £1000 designer frock every weekend and we understand if you are feeling nervous about how the dress will fit. 
 
													Not to worry! Our fashion-savvy customer service team will ensure you find a perfect dress rental uk that will fit like a glove and will make you look Cannes-Film-Festival-worthy as they know how all our dresses feel, fit, and have suggestions on how to accessorize.

													Our stylists understand our fears, our concerns, our insecurities and what we want to look like. And just when you thought GMD could not get any better, there is no fee you for their expertise; it is all part of our service because here at GMD our mission is to help you look your best so you dont have to worry about anything else but having an unforgettably great experience at your upcoming event.
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                                                    Contact Us

                                                     
													Part of our service is providing you with the best dress rental uk experience possible so feel free to contact the Girl Meets Dress team with any questions you might have.

													We can help you with just about anything from advice on fit and body shape suggestions, to assistance with tracking your order.

													

													The best way to contact us is by e-mail: enquiries@girlmeetsdress.com

													Alternatively, call us on: +44 (0) 207 498 9131

													We also have a Live Chat service which you can find in the bottom right hand corner of your screen.

													

													Our offices are open:

													Dress hire london: Monday-Friday 10:00-19:00 GMT / Saturdays-Sunday 10:00-17:00 GMT
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MADDERSON LONDON

Coco Dress

 

  Hire now: £79

  
   (Retail: £265)
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GORGEOUS COUTURE

The Lucianna Midi Dress

 

  Hire now: £49
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GORGEOUS COUTURE

The Liliana Maxi Black

 

  Hire now: £49

  
   (Retail: £200)
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BUTTER BY NADIA

Jersey Gown Black

 

  Hire now: £59

  
   (Retail: £299)
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M MISSONI

Baby Doll Stripe Dress

 

  Hire now: £49

  
   (Retail: £400)
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GORGEOUS COUTURE

The Bailey Maxi Black

 

  Hire now: £69
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BUTTER BY NADIA

Jersey Gown Red

 

  Hire now: £59

  
   (Retail: £299)
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CRAVE MATERNITY

Side Wrap Maternity Dress

 

  Hire now: £29

  
   (Retail: £100)
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CRAVE MATERNITY

Knot Maternity Dress

 

  Hire now: £49

  
   (Retail: £100)
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CRAVE MATERNITY

Purple Maternity Dress

 

  Hire now: £49

  
   (Retail: £150)
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CRAVE MATERNITY

Sequin Maternity Dress

 

  Hire now: £49

  
   (Retail: £140)
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CRAVE MATERNITY

Sheer Spot Maternity Dress

 

  Hire now: £39

  
   (Retail: £90)
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GORGEOUS COUTURE

The Daphne Maxi Blush

 

  Hire now: £69

  
   (Retail: £200)
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AZZARO

Intime Gown

 

  Hire now: £59

  
   (Retail: £2,305)
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NEVER FULLY DRESSED

Animal Cordelia Wrap Dress

 

  Hire now: £59
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NEVER FULLY DRESSED

Midori Maxi Dress

 

  Hire now: £59
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NEVER FULLY DRESSED

Flower Zsa Zsa Dress

 

  Hire now: £59
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TWISTED WUNDER

Gloria Green Hexagon Dress

 

  Hire now: £39
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DANCING LEOPARD

Dove Dress Lightning Bolts

 

  Hire now: £39
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DANCING LEOPARD

Dove Dress Green Dotty

 

  Hire now: £39
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DANCING LEOPARD

Dove Dress Red Leopard

 

  Hire now: £39
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DANCING LEOPARD

Dove Dress in Navy

 

  Hire now: £39
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DANCING LEOPARD

Dove Dress Blue Alligator

 

  Hire now: £39
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DANCING LEOPARD

Dove Dress Mint Ditsy Leopard

 

  Hire now: £39
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DANCING LEOPARD

Dove Dress Black

 

  Hire now: £39
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DANCING LEOPARD

Yondal Dress Navy Bloom

 

  Hire now: £39
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DANCING LEOPARD

Sookie Slip Dress Leopard

 

  Hire now: £39
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DANCING LEOPARD

Dove Dress Pink Hibiscus

 

  Hire now: £39
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DANCING LEOPARD

Dove Dress Painted Dot

 

  Hire now: £39
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DANCING LEOPARD

Dove Dress Navy Bloom

 

  Hire now: £39
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DANCING LEOPARD

Dove Dress Green Alligator

 

  Hire now: £39
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WILLOW & PEARL

Willow Multiway Blush Dress

 

  Hire now: £59

  
   (Retail: £150)
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WILLOW & PEARL

Willow Multiway Sage Dress

 

  Hire now: £59

  
   (Retail: £150)
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WILLOW & PEARL

Willow Multiway Navy Dress

 

  Hire now: £59

  
   (Retail: £150)
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WILLOW & PEARL

Willow Multiway Claret Dress

 

  Hire now: £59

  
   (Retail: £150)
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DANCING LEOPARD

Alva Midi Dress Leopard

 

  Hire now: £39
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NEVER FULLY DRESSED

Gold Fern Midi Dress

 

  Hire now: £49
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NEVER FULLY DRESSED

Black And Leopard May Dress

 

  Hire now: £49
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PHASE EIGHT

Zahara Floral Dress

 

  Hire now: £69
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ELLIATT

Dorrigo Maxi Dress

 

  Hire now: £69

  
   (Retail: £320)
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REFINE BY

 


  
    
          
      Size (UK)

      
        
          	6
	8
	10
	12
	14
	16



        
        

      
    

  
    
          
      Your Event Date

      
        


 
Save this date  [image: ] 


  
  


  
    


  





















      
    

  
    
          
      Length

      
        
          	Floor length
	Mini
	Mid length



        
        

      
    

  
    
          
      Colour

      
        
          	Black
	Blue
	Bright
	Green
	Grey
	Nude
	Pink
	Prints
	Purple
	Red
	Shine
	White
	Animal



        
        

      
    

  
    
          
      Price

      
        
          	Under £50
	£50-£100
	Over £100



        
        

      
    

  
    
          
      Style

      
        
          	Asymmetric
	Strapless
	with Sleeves
	Body Con
	Backless



        
        

      
    

  
    
          
      Body type

      
        
          	Apple
	Pear
	Rectangle
	Petite
	Tall
	Hour Glass
	Full Bust



        
        

      
    

  	



 


			



	
About our Maternity Dresses

We've got maternity dresses for every occasion; whether you're off to a wedding or just a night out. With our wide range of maternity maxi dresses, long gowns and even maternity bridesmaid dresses - we've got you covered. And with our next day delivery and free returns you can hire a maternity dress without the hassel. 
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        	  	[image: A hire experience you will love]


					
                        
						
							

								Contact us
 

								Press Enquiries: press@girlmeetsdress.com

								Designers: designers@girlmeetsdress.com

								Corporate Accounts: accounts@girlmeetsdress.com

								We're Hiring!!: jobs@girlmeetsdress.com



                                Investors 

                                Press Coverage 

								Affiliates - Make money by promoting us! 

								

      	


								Customer Service 
 

								


        Contact us

      	Ordering & Payments 

      	Returns & Exchanges 

      	Delivery Information  



	Give us your Feedback

	Terms & Conditions 

	Student Ambassador Programme 
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Follow us online:
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